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Find all your facebook friends on twitter
No better menu, você verá o ícone do menu de navegação ou o ícone de seu perfil. Toque no ícone exibido e selecione Configurações e privacidade. Toque em Privacidade e segurança. Na seção Visibilidade e contatos, toque em Visibilidade e contatos. Toque em Sincronizar contatos do catálogo de
endereços. Quando você sincroniza seus contatos, os dados que estão na lista de contatos do dispositivo são carregados regularmente no Twitter.Se os contatos de sua lista de contatos já tiverem contas no Twitter, elas serão exibidas. (UPDATE- It seems Yahoo has made it difficult to export Facebook
contacts, see below) Yes, you have built great contacts and friends on Facebook, but want to follow them on Twitter, Google+ and LinkedIn? Unfortunately, Facebook had a history of making it difficult to export data. It's pretty funny if you think about it- it's your data and Facebook shares our information
with a lot of big companies every day. However, you can export your friend's contact information and migrate it to Twitter, Google+ or LinkedIn. There are a few things to look out for with this approach: it only exports friends of your personal Facebook profile. that is, not any fans on any of the Facebook
pages. There have been many hacks that have tried to achieve this (especially this Javascript hack by Adam Loving – @adamloving), but many either don't work or have been removed, probably after contacting Facebook. It depends on each friend's privacy settings. Each friend will have different privacy
settings, and not all friends will share their email address. Works only for Facebook friends who already use Twitter. OK, this is obvious, but a friend must already be on Twitter to be able to follow them! For those who are not yet on Twitter, you will have the opportunity to invite them on Twitter. It's not the
same with Google+, because they don't have to be a registered member. Once you've added one of your Facebook friends to Google+, you can send them a post as an email. You can't force them to be your friend/call on Twitter, Google+ or LinkedIn. Another obvious point, it will only allow you to follow
them on Twitter. Twitter works differently with facebook contacts. There must be mutual agreement on the relationship on Facebook. On Twitter you can follow someone without them after you back (unless one of you protected your tweets) I would like to be able to share a way to migrate facebook page
fans to Google+ or Twitter, but currently this is not possible. Here's how you take your Facebook friends (personal profile) to Twitter. We'll take care of Google+ at the end. 1.) Sign up (or sign in) to Yahoo Mail. If you already have Yahoo! Mail, just log in as usual. If you haven't already, sign up for a new
account. If have a Yahoo account and then you can create a new account so that contacts do not mix. It's up to you. 2.) Import contacts from Facebook Click the contacts tab at the top, and then click import contacts on the right. Note, if you've just signed up for a new Yahoo! Mail account, you can get this
option as soon as you create your account. Then several import options are displayed. Click the Facebook icon to continue. You'll see a Facebook permissions box asking if you're happy to share your yahoo! contact information. Click OK to continue. Yahoo! Mail then tried to get information about contacts
from Facebook. ... processing of information... ... congratulations, your Facebook contacts have been imported! Click Done. UPDATE May 22, 2012 - There have been comments that the import will fail, or only imports some contacts. I have tested this process many times in the last few months.
Sometimes the import failed, sometimes only 50 of my 235 contacts were imported, and sometimes it worked. I tested it again today and it seems to be working again. As far as I can tell, Yahoo has had some problems with their API, so my advice is to try. Just in case (and this is unlikely) it is a problem
with the browser, I use Google Chrome and can confirm that it worked today, so try! UPDATE June 5, 2012- Although it works for me, some people have commented below that they are still having trouble importing contacts from Facebook to Yahoo! Mail. After a bit more research, it seems that Yahoo is
aware of the problem and is working on it. If you're still having problems, you can try removing the Yahoo! Contact Importer app from Facebook and then adding it again. To remove the app from Facebook, visit the app settings page on Facebook and click on the cross by Yahoo! Contact Importer. Once
you've done that, go through all of the steps above and try again. Please let me know how to get in the comments below, and if this solves the problem for you. Once I hear something more from Yahoo! I will update this article. You can stay here if you want- then you'll have a backup of your Facebook
contacts in Yahoo Mail! However, since this post is about migrating facebook friends to Twitter, we need to move on...! 3) Import facebook friends twitter UPDATE- 6 March 2012- Unfortunately, Yahoo! Mail no longer allows you to export any contacts that have been imported from Facebook, as you can
see on this help article. You can still export to Twitter, but only if you edit each contact individually. When you edit each contact, you'll automatically remove the Facebook tag. I'm looking for ways to make this easier and will update this article soon. Log in to your Twitter account (you have, right?!) and
Twitter importer. You can find it by clicking on the previous link or by clicking on Discover and then Find Friends on the left side of the navigation. Click search contacts by Yahoo! Mail option (As I said in the update text above, you will probably get an error message because Yahoo is blocking the export of
contacts from Facebook. One solution at the moment is to edit each contact individually to remove the Facebook tag.) Another more automated way (but very complicated) is for Sunny Kinger to use this method, which included Excel and chrome addon- not for the faint of heart. After you load the Yahoo!
mail permissions window, click I agree. This gives Twitter permission to import Yahoo! Mail contacts. Import complete! Congratulations, facebook friends have successfully moved to Twitter. Of course, not all of your Facebook friends will be on Twitter, so you'll also be able to invite them to Twitter. Add
Facebook friends to Google+ Another cool thing you can do is migrate your Facebook friends to Google+. It works in a very similar way. First, import your Facebook friends into Yahoo! Mail as shown above, then go to the circles page on Google+ and connect your Yahoo! contacts then you can drag all
your FB friends to your chosen circle. The advantage is that your Facebook contacts don't have to be Google+ users. Instead, you'll be able to send posts to their email address. Add Facebook friends to LinkedIn Once you've imported all your Facebook contacts into your Yahoo! contacts, it's really easy to
import them into LinkedIn. Just click to click on contacts and then add calls. Place your Yahoo email address in the email box under see who you already know on LinkedIn and click continue. LinkedIn will see that you are using a Yahoo email address and will automatically connect to Yahoo!. Click on I
agree to the new window that appears under the header Click I agree to log into www.linkedin.com using Yahoo! ID and allow sharing yahoo! info. and contacts should be imported into LinkedIn! Adding Facebook friends to Pinterest How Pinterest naturally connects with your Facebook friends is very easy
to do. Just make sure you're linking your Facebook account to Pinterest, then click Find Facebook friends. Of course, none of my Facebook friends are Pinterest users, so it wasn't very helpful to me! Add facebook page fans to Twitter/Google+/LinkedIn? As I mentioned at the beginning of this post,
unfortunately this is not possible. Adam Loving published his article on how to export a fanpage on Facebook to a CSV file in 2009, but stopped working in 2011 when Facebook updated the api. It was a bit of a hack and there was no doubt it went against Facebook Facebook and conditions that may
create the possibility of getting banned. It's a great pity that you can't move fanpage fans on Twitter. However, in some respects this is probably a good idea. the consequences for security and privacy. When you like a Business Page on Facebook, are you happy to use your email address this way?
However, it seems that Facebook is getting harder and harder to even find out the names of fans of your Facebook page. The likes list is hidden in the Insights section, and only the first 500 people will be able to see there. Again, Adam Loving, in a post last month (April 2012) sums up the problem rather
well. Do read- it's right (rather provocatively) 5 reasons why Facebook pages are bad! Other thoughts I hope you found this information useful. Please let me know how to get on, and if there are any contact migration guides that you would be interested in. For a step-by-step video explanation of how to
import your Facebook friends into Yahoo! Mail, check this one out by AdamPash (@adampash) of Lifehacker: If you're new to Twitter, you might be wrong about finding friends and sharing the platform. You can search for friends using Twitter search, but it doesn't work most of the time. This is because
many people may have a profile with the same name, or your friends may have profiles with a different username. Also, if you go on finding friends ith this method, it will take a lot of time and effort. Here are some steps you can use to find your friends on Twitter, and it won't take long. If you already have
a Yahoo Mail account, well and good. If not, create an account with the same and sign in. It takes a few minutes to create an account. Once you've created your account and signed in, tap People in the upper-left corner of the screen. A menu appears, select Import contacts from the list, and a new
window will appear with a list of social media accounts. In this window, tap and select Facebook and enter your login details in the next window. Click Ok to move on. It will take a few minutes for your Facebook contacts to sync with your Yahoo Mail account. When the process is complete, tap Done to
finish. Then log in to your Twitter account with your ID and password. Find the Twitter Importer button in the window and click on the same one. The next window will appear with your friends' accounts. Click the Search Contacts tab next to the Yahoo Mail icon. Yahoo will start loading contacts into your
Twitter account. Click I agree to finish and continue. It's a safe way to find friends on Twitter via Facebook and Yahoo Mail, but it doesn't always give you list of Facebook friends present on Twitter.There are a few restrictions that you need to keep in mind. Limitations are: While this is obvious, it's still a
reminder that you'll only be able to see contacts that use Twitter accounts already. The contacts you find on Twitter depend on the privacy settings your friends have entered on their accounts. They can choose to be on other social media platforms or not. Only your Facebook friends will be able to appear
on your list, not on each other's list, or those that won't be added to your account. If someone signed in with a different Twitter email address, you won't be able to see it in your contact list. Follow who is unfollowing you on TwitterIt is difficult to track people who have already unfollowed you as you can't
keep statistics for the same. There is a solution for the same. Now you can find out who didn't follow you on Twitter using the Who.Unfollowed.Me. All you have to do is tap Start Tracking Unfollowers when you connect your Twitter account. It will show you a list of your followers and non-followers along
with specific data, such as when they stop following you. I'm a Bond Walker. I am a web developer living in New York. I'm a fan of technology, publisher of guides on yellow page design and programming. You can read my blog with a click on the button above. Source: - How to find Facebook friends on
Twitter
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